
 
 

164 166 North Willard Site Plan – Compliance with Administrators Coverage Allotment 
 

 

This Site Plans contains the measurements and square footage of the constructed elements allowed by the Richardson Settlement. The red demonstrates the 
compacted gravel in the parts of the SPA which have no use decisions and no decisions requiring the gravel to be removed. 

From the comment of ZP21-275, City Staff indicate the site plan of 164 166 North Willard St. can not exceed 66.9% to conform to the Richardson Settlement. Per 
the below calculation, on page 3, see that the coverage representing the current conditons, including the anticipated patio and turn around splot at this property 
is about 10% under the requirements stated by the Zoning Administrator. 

  



 
 
 

164 166 North Willard Site Plan – Compliance with Administrators Coverage Allotment 
 

This is the comment where City Staff provide the maximum lot coverage where any changes cannot exceed in ZP21-275

 

  



 
 

164 166 North Willard Site Plan – Compliance with Administrators Coverage Allotment 
Lot Coverage Calculation Summary 

 

  



 
 

SPA Today 
The SPA on 10/17/22. This shows the contiguous gravel extends beyond the 2’ strip onto the easement and 1968 Parcel/Area. The 6x6s are materials for ZP-21-
275, the Fence permit. They have been there since July 2022. The 1st picture shows the gravel when the vegetation hasn’t grown up through where the posts sat. 
The SPA contains vegetation in the form of weeds, but no grass due to non-use this summer. Also, I can provide videos of current Easement Owners watering the 
easement over multiple summers cultivating the encroaching weeds. 

 

We all agree there is gravel on the easement. Please see the original code enforcement complaint and multiple emails1 and communications from current 
Easement Owners stating the gravel extends onto the easement. The survey and report2 produced by Terry Harris, licensed for survey and land dispute 
resolution also affirm the gravel on the easement and 1968 Parcel/Area. Mr. Leclair’s affidavit states he frequently maintained the easement by adding gravel. 

  

                                                           
1 In Appellant Documentation, please see pages 62, point #1. Joe Cleary Quote: “Still, I don’t really have a problem with the current triangle of gravel which is partially on the 
ROW [easement]…”; Also see page 64, #9, where Cleary says I can “negotiate a single parking space on the gravel portion of the easement” – but only under the conditions I 
reduce the size of the easement to where he has placed his string boundary line. 
2 The survey and report can be found on the following pages of this attachment 



 
 

Contradiction between Municipal Code of Ordinances and Zoning Staff interpretations 
We can see the contradiction between The Zoning Administrators Interpretation of Non-Conforming Uses with the Code Enforcement’s interpretation of the 
zoning ordinance regarding non-conforming uses. According to this section the easement should have been a violation at the time of the Code Enforcement 
investigation because it is deeded for ingress and egress without zoning permit. Further, gravel parking areas can be called lawns – even though they possess no 
or very little perennial grass. According to this section, I should be able to request from the zoning office to approve historical uses lacking sufficient zoning 
documentation regarding parking and ingress and egress uses. But Mr. Gustin is telling us that these uses are irrelevant.  

Article 20-3 . PARKING, STOPPING AND STANDING (codepublishing.com) 

In The Municipal Code of Ordinances, Section 20-55 (f)(1)  

 

  



 
 

Degraded Evidence Quality 
For our Hearing in April 2015 and for my public records requests, city staff provided documentation with degraded image quality. The quality was such, that we 
had to take the word of the city that they could not determine if the parking area had existed for at least 15 years. In 2019, I finally received the same image in 
full resolution. The full resolution and color image clearly demonstrates the gravel SPA prior to the maintenance which occurred in March 2013 that precipitated 
this dispute. I present the 2 images side by side for your assessment below. When the evidence presented is in degraded quality, it makes it unsuitable to take 
action or refute a city position. 

 

3/7/2013 – Picture from the 158 unfinished Attic. The gravel refresh is in process on the NPA. The SPA has yet to receive the gravel but the existing non-
conforming structure is visible. Also notice all the branches along the tree line that completely obscured leafed out views and offered privacy from the parking. 
This maintenance to non-conforming structures occurred approximately 8 month after the Cleary’s purchased their property.  

  



 
 

Scope of the Code Enforcement Decision 
This shows the scope of the enforcement for the DRB decision from April 2015: 

 



30 December 2018

Luke Purvis

164 North Willard Street

Burlington, VT 05401

Re: Extent ofParking at 164 North Willard Street

Dear Burlington City Staff:

I previously completed a boundary survey with preparation of the "Plat of Survey of Lands of

Luke B. Purvis- 164 North Willard Street - Burlington, Vermont" dated 22 August 2016. As part

ofmy survey process I was asked to conduct field investigation to search for physical evidence

to verify prior statements made regarding parking along the south of the property for a mediation

session. Specifically, Mr Purvis had informed me he had seen photos ofparking to the south that

predated the history described in the statements. He wanted to know if the historical gravel

footprint extended beyond what was laid in 2013.

These statements include:

1 . The "Statement of Historical Usage for 164 North Willard St" dated 4 August 2014 and

the "Affidavit of Hector Leclair" dated 25 August 2014 were prepared by Mr. Leclair to

describe the evolution and scope ofparking on the easement as well as the northern lot.

They were written to respond to concerns raised by neighbors, the Cleary's.

2. Additionally, the "Affidavit ofPhillip M. Bowler Sr." dated 3 1 July 2016 describes Mr.

Bowler's involvement with Hector Leclair and his knowledge and observations ofparking

at this address from the 1980's until 2013.

I systematically probed in the area immediately south of the "barn/garage" as well as the area to
the south of the driveway which includes Purvis property and the 'Exlusive Use Easement'
reserved by Hector Leclair in 1983. My field investigation during 2016 revealed gravel in the

area south of the barn/garage. However, the gravel is covered by more recent silt discharges in
storm water from the surface ofabutting Dan's Court. This discharge was and still is caused by
ineffective storm drainage and the damaged retaining wall supporting the west side of Dan's
Court. The wall abuts and is elevated above The Purvis property by several feet. The gravel in
this area is consistent with the above statements describing past parking of Leclair's race car
hauler (trailer) in that location.

My field investigation also revealed gravel through most of the area off the south edge of the
Purvis paved driveway, to the Cleary stockade fence erected in 2015. Part of this area, adjacent
to the driveway and onto the easement, is a homogenous area of gravel whose size and shape
closely approximates the gravel footprint laid down in 2013. At the time ofmy survey work,
weeds had grown through the larger historical gravel footprint on other parts of the easement. It
is my opinion The Environmental Court order to not use the area for parking throughout the
spring and summer of 201 6 contributed the increased weed growth in the area.

EXHIBIT
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Deed research revealed the parcel directly to the south of the barn was acquired in 1968 (with a

stipulation that the 164 owners would "erect and maintain a boundary line fence"). In 1983 Mr.

Leclair reserved the 'Exclusive Use Easement' from 158 North Willard when he sold the 158

property that he owned. This easement had been bounded on the south by a metal fence Leclair

erected in 1983, consistent with the 1968 fence stipulation. That metal fence construction is

evidence that the easement area benefited The Purvis property only and that the size has been

diminished by the Cleary Fence installed in 2015. See Note 5 ofmy plat of survey.

Recently, I have learned the Leclair Property received zoning permit, # 164, in 1968 to 'work on

cars and junk cars'. The actual permit has been lost by Burlington. But the entry in the permit log

to repair 'cars and junk cars' is consistent with the stock car racing activities that were occurring

since the beginning of Leclair' s ownership. Working on cars (including stock cars) in the bam

and transporting those cars to races multiple times a week necessitated that extra cars, visiting

car mechanics and occupants of the multifamily building park off to the side of the driveway to

not impede access to the garage. Additionally, the car hauler was parked to the south of the bam.

In summary, it is my opinion that the above referenced statements, the race car operations, the

zoning permit, the layers of gravel, and the layout of the property with its multifamily history all

consistently suggest that the area to the south of the bam and driveway has been permitted for

car parking and repair activities since 1968. The historical gravel footprint on the easement is

larger than what is laid in 2013.

Please note that my work did not involve any investigation of the conditions to the north of the

driveway, so I cannot comment on the presence of gravel indicating prior parking there. Again,

my work was focused on the land dispute and zoning issues brought forward prior to my survey

workin2016._

Please contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

A.W. (Terry) Harris

Licensed Land Surveyor
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Im1. The purpose ofthis survey is to locate and illustrate hereon the property of

Luke Purvis at 164 North Willard Street and the "exclusive easement" which

benefits it on the adjoiningproperty ofJoseph and Teresa Cleary at 158 North
WillardStreet.
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2. Luke Purvis acquired the subject propertyfrom Hector Leclaire in 2013. Mr.

Leclair acquired 164 North Willard in 1966 and then added the small rect

angularparcel south ofthe barn in 1968.
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3. Hector Leclaire acquired 158 North Willard in 1978. He reconveyed it in 1983
with the reservation ofan "exclusive easementfor ingress and egress andfor

all other lawfulpurpose" over a triangular parcel adjacent to the rectangular

parcel added to 164 North Willard in 1968 & depicted herein by diagonal hatch.
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r5 -34. The easement description isflawed; it was not surveyed and the line lengths

are inconsistent with those cited in legal instruments dating to 1922 in Cleary's

chain oftitle and to 1888 in Purvis's chain oftitle. The callfor the corners ofthe

rectangularparcel are superior to the measurements cited in the description when

a conflict exists. Therefore, / have utilized the best available evidence (recovered

monuments) to locate the rectangularparcel corners calledfor in the description;

those parcel corner locations control the location ofthe easement.
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5. A "Statement ofHistorical Usagefor 164 North Willard St" signed by Hector Leclair

on 4 August 2014 describes his use ofthe barn/garage, parking, and the exclusive

easement, including his original metalfence and later wood stockadefence of2012.

The metalfence appears on a 1980's photograph in the possession ofLuke Purvis.
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6. A horizontal control traverse was conductedfor this survey in August 2016.
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7. Certain survey data shown hereon may varyfrom recorded data due to differences

in declination, orientation, or methods ofmeasurement. I Scale 1" = 30'Pmii'e curbing

I8. Unless otherwise labeled, property monuments shown hereon werefound in good,

stable condition, the reported diameter is inside diameter, and the reported height

above (reveal) or below grade is approximate.
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This sur\>ey is based upon and consistent with an analysis ofphysical evidence

found on the ground, information abstractedfrom deeds, other pertinent records,

andparticular information or circumstances cited hereon. Additionally, this plat

is consistent with Title 27 VS.A. Chapter 17, Section 1403.
Lands ofLuke B. Purvis
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164 North Willard Streetc

Albert W. Harris, VTL.S. 584
Burlington, Vermont

Proj. No. 1603b Fb. file HARRIS SURVEYING & Hinesburg, Date: 22 August 2016
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